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  Information Circular IC04-20 
Date: February 17, 2004 
To: CBOE Members and Member Firms 
From: Trading Operations 
 Regulatory Services Division 
RE: CBOE System Enhancements  
 
Beginning February 18, 2004, the CBOE will implement various system enhancements described below. 
 
Stop Limit Order Processing 
In its continuing effort to comply with new regulatory initiatives, the CBOE is implementing system 
changes to allow for the processing of stop limit orders. (A stop limit order is a contingency order to buy 
or sell when the market for a particular option contract reaches a specified price.  A stop limit order to buy 
becomes a limit order when the option contract trades or is bid at or above the stop price.  A stop limit 
order to sell becomes a limit order when the option contract trades or is offered at or below the stop 
price.) The appropriate system changes are described below.   
 
ORS 
Stop limit orders that previously routed to the booth printer as unprocessable will be accepted by ORS and 
route to the appropriate destination as determined by the firms routing parameters (either PAR or the firm 
booth).  The Individual Order Inquiry (IQOD) will display the stop price in the body of the order and the 
literal “SL” in the contingency field followed by the limit price on the order.   
 
Due to ticket space, the CBOE was unable to print the stop price and the limit price on a single line for 
stop limit orders.  As such, the stop price, followed by the literal “STP”, will print on one line with the 
limit price followed by the literal “LMT” on the next line.  
 
TNT/BERS 
Stop-limit orders will be entered from TNT/BERS in the following manner:   
Price field:  Stop price (Triggering price) 
Contingency field: Literal “SL”; followed by a space; followed by the limit price of the order once the 
stop (triggering) price has been reached 
 
BART 
Booth Automated Routing Terminal (BART) will only display the stop (triggering) price on the new order 
line.  The limit price on the order will only be displayed on the order detail as indicated below. 
 
New Order Line 
Price field: Stop price (Triggering price) 
Contingency “Contin” field:  Literal “STLMT” 
 
The detail display shows the order information with the stop price in the body of order and the literal 
“SL*”.  In the contingency field the literal “STP LMT” followed by the limit price of the order. 



 
PAR 
Public Automated Routing terminal (PAR) will process stop limit orders in the same manner as  ‘STOP’ 
orders. STOP LIMIT orders will display on the STOP screen until the stop (trigger) price is reached.  The 
stop limit order will then display on the PAR new order screen. The orders will be highlighted 
appropriately based on marketability at the time that the order is triggered. 
 
Stop limit orders display on the STOP page as follows: 
Price field:  Stop price (Triggering price) 
Contingency “Ctgy” field:  Literal “SL” 
“Stplmt” field: Limit price of the order once the stop price has been reached 
   
Stop limit orders display on the NEW ORDER page as follows: 
Price field:  Stop price (Triggering price) 
Contingency “Ctgy” field:  Literal “SL” 
“Stplmt” field: Limit price of the order once the stop price has been reached 
 
PAR brokers should be aware that, as with stop orders, last sales or market quotes entered in error could 
inadvertently activate stop limit orders.  Diligence should be used to ensure that stop and stop limit orders 
are accurately represented in the market. 
 
Stop limit orders in Hybrid classes that have been triggered can be booked from a PAR terminal.  Stop 
limit orders in non-Hybrid classes cannot be booked.  Additionally, for all classes, stop limit orders that 
have not been triggered, cannot be booked. 
 
COMBO Indicator 
A button has been added to the complex order ticket on the PAR workstation that allows a “COMBO” 
indicator to be included with the last sale and reporting of strategies that meet the requirements as 
outlined in CBOE rule 24.20.  An SPX Combo Order is defined in Rule 24.20 as an order to purchase or 
sell SPX options and the offsetting number of SPX combinations defined by the delta1.  Brokers who are 
trading Combo orders are required to designate each of the component series of the order as "CMBO" on 
all handwritten tickets and electronic execution systems, such as the Market-Maker Hand-Held Terminal 
and PAR Terminal, when submitting the trade to the Exchange for price reporting.  The “CMBO” prefix, 
which will act as notice to the public that the reported prices are part of an SPX Combo Order,  requires that 
the broker select the “COMBO ENDORSE” button on the complex ticket, instead of the “ENDORSE” 
button.  Trades that do not require COMBO reporting should continue to be completed using the 
“ENDORSE” button.  
 
Questions regarding systems changes should be directed to Carole Zylius at 312-786-7174.  Regulatory 
questions can be directed to Pat Cerny at 312-786-7722. 
 
 

                                                 
1 See Regulatory Circular RG02-13 for an explanation of Rule 24.20 
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